
Medication Medication!

Medication, medication, it affects earth and every nation! They should be feared with 
trepidation! Please take them with good education! Get your consultations at your doctors’ 
examinations! Read all the side affects and ramifications. Check with a pharmacist if you need 
more information! And, please use them only for medical applications! 

Medication, medication they go right past our current waste water treatment filtration stations.  
Will they chemically combine and alter the minds of thousands of generations?   

Medication, medication! Man has made his neurochemical explorations for more than mere 
medical applications. You see man has always been a pleasure seeker who liked to sip from his 
chemical beakers to find new pleasurable sensations that gave him: new recreations, great 
expectations, sharper calculations, exuberant exhilarations, faster accelerations, good vibrations,
higher expectations, supernatural stimulations, feelings of incarnation, expanding imaginations, 
extraordinary visualizations, lucid hallucinations, out of body explorations, enhancing 
socializations, uninhibited flirtations, skin sensitive sensations, sexual gratifications, muscle 
maximizations, fat cell minimizations, happy hour celebrations, jolly intoxications, New Years 
Eve Celebrations, emotional stabilizations, eye grabbing artistic creations, intense fascinations, 
cool dude reputations, famous admirations, musical inspirations, reality alterations, depression 
insulations, sleep aid sedations, brain storming inclinations, restful relaxations, dreams of 
reincarnation, and out of mind vacations.

Medication, medication man has used drugs over every generation for more than mere medical 
applications. You see he discovered drugs could deliver mind explorations, and pleasurable 
sensations. This gave way to all sorts of drug glorifications, medication preoccupations, 
ungodly idolizations, greedy organizations, offshore bank communications, money laundering 
corporations, patent applications, gang affiliations, FDA Regulations, DEA investigations, drug 
lord delegations, pharmaceutical monopolizations, high times publications, drug cartels and 
mafia organizations, alcohol an tobacco taxations.

Medication, medication, turn on your TV set and see all kinds of medication induced situations 
like: ATF mobilizations, police confiscations, psychiatric experimentations, human 
exploitations, suicidal inclinations, drug and alcohol rehabilitations, pill popping 
preoccupations, medication fixations, alcoholic infatuations, obnoxious intoxications, disturbing
justifications, unreasonable explanations, poor communications, over exaggerations, personal 
frustrations, incomprehensible rationalizations, lack of motivations, poor concentrations, 
incoherent communications, strange inclinations, police examinations, cocaine plantations, 
heroin exportations, marijuana propagations, devilish distillations, beer and hard liquor 
corporations,  mushroom germinations, meth lab decontaminations, blood bank donations, 
illegal alien deportations, wars between nations, public exasperations, uneducated nations, 
drunk driving citations, family frustrations, bar brawl altercations, unnecessary aggravations, 
unpleasant incarcerations, court ordered probations, marriage separations, pharmaceutical 
misrepresentations, bankrupt corporations, enormous litigations, missed graduations, poor 



incorporations, lost occupations, human desensitization, ruined reputations, lost identifications, 
life long ramifications, difficult situations, parental stipulations, dependent desperations, 
personal frustrations, poor characterizations, complete humiliations, lonely isolations, bad 
affiliations, permanent hallucinations, lost imaginations, mental retardations, heart 
resuscitations, vomit suffocations, liver transplantations, genetic mutations, brain degenerations,
medical complications, unplanned pregnancies, baby miniaturizations, multiple father relations, 
televised depersonalizations, nasty salutations, lost civilizations, unnecessary lacerations, 
dangerous transportations, Exxon Valdez oil cleanup operations, car crashes with complete 
decapitations, partial amputations, blood bank contaminations, aids incubations, Hitler’s speed 
induced blitzkrieg war operations, declining populations, ongoing trepidations, bodily 
desecrations, human demoralizations, magical incantations, devilish meditations, demon 
exhortations, lost personifications, paranoid hibernations, terrible ruminations, soul vexations, 
lost salvations and cheap cremations.

So next time your tempted to take medications for some kind of gratification, please take out 
this poem and read it alone till you come to the right realizations.    

The Lord loves you so much he died on the cross to give you the gift of salvation!

So be of good cheer there is nothing to fear with God’s great organization! 
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